Putting evidence to work: How can we help new teachers use research evidence to inform their teaching?

Contact Nick Rose (nrose@teachfirst.org.uk) or Susanna Eriksson-Lee (seriksson-lee@teachfirst.org.uk) for more information.
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About Teach First
Founded in 2002, Teach First is a charity with a mission to end educational inequality:

How much you achieve in life should not be determined by how much your parents earn

This is an ambitious goal and we cannot achieve it alone. All of our work involves partnerships with schools, universities, charities, businesses and individuals who share our vision that no child’s success should be limited by their background.

From September 2017, new teachers training with Teach First will undertake a two year qualification that fully integrates teacher training with leadership development. In partnership with universities our teachers complete a Post-Graduate Diploma in Education (PGDE). The redistribution of training in a more balanced way across the two year programme allows for smooth progression into further study or research; initially focusing on the practical skills new teachers need to quickly become effective classroom practitioners but, over the course of the programme, increasingly engaging with research evidence linked to practice, able to critically assess and reflect on their work, and make the best decisions for their pupils.

Purpose of this report
Preparation and design for any new programme is a challenging prospect, so the purpose of this study was to help inform and examine the components of the programme which will be delivered by Teach First, identify promising approaches and resources which might contribute, think out loud about how some of this might be sequenced across a two-year programme and identify a range of ways in which we might evaluate success in achieving the intended outcomes.
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Executive Summary
The debate around what role evidence should play in education is not new. It has, however, recently become reinvigorated and something of a consensus is beginning to emerge. For Teach First, the question of how we can help our participants develop into practitioners who can critically engage with research evidence is an important one: we’re a charity with an ambitious vision of ending educational inequality, and to achieve this we need to support our participants to become the best classroom teachers and leaders they can be. We believe the knowledge and skills underpinning a critical engagement with research evidence form an important part of how our teachers can help their pupils succeed, and of how they can develop as an effective leader. So, the question of how we can best support this within our training programme is a pertinent one.

The research methodology
The approach to the research was twofold: a short literature review and interviews with an expert sample including practising research leads in schools, educationalists, researchers/academics, psychologists and advocates of evidence-based approaches.

The research questions
- What does it mean to be an ‘intelligent consumer of research’? - what knowledge or skills are required?
- What are the key sources trainee teachers should refer to support evidence-informed practice?
- How might this sequence look like across a two-year programme?
- What additional knowledge or expertise might a school leader need beyond that required for a classroom teacher?
- How might we evaluate whether Teach First is being successful in developing an ‘expectation and enthusiasm for teaching as an evidence-based profession’?

Research findings and recommendations
Initial teacher education is a crowded curriculum but we should support the development of our teachers to critically assess and thoughtfully implement strategies and interventions arising from research evidence alongside other essential practice components. Our new training programme, which launched in 2017, is already designed to develop many of the areas identified as supporting this aim. It offers increased support across the two years for participants to: build on assessment knowledge to develop a broader knowledge related to research literacy and data analysis; adopt a professionally sceptical outlook of ‘teacher as evaluator’; and emphasise the importance of going beyond reflection on practice and developing implementation and evaluation skills, so our trainee teachers can more accurately identify what helps their pupils learn and understand and address elements of pupil struggle.

As well as providing insight to inform our new programme our findings also offer recommendations on what broad sequence of content might be appropriate and when, and how we might evaluate success.

---

The role of evidence in education

The notion of taking an evidence-based approach to education isn’t new - though David Hargreaves’ lecture to the Teacher Training Agency in 1996 is regarded by many as “sowing the seeds” for the emphasis on evidence-based research and how this evidence might be applied within the profession over recent years.

It should be recognised that not everyone agrees that an evidence-based approach to education is either necessary or possible. For example, Gert Biesta has argued that the role of evidence in education should be subordinate to the role of values, that various epistemological and ontological problems undermine the possible role that techniques like randomised controlled trials (RCTs) could ever play, and that there is an insurmountable gap between the knowledge we have and the situations in which we act. Classrooms are complex environments with multiple factors at play, and Biesta argues this means that: “evidence can at most provide us with information about possible connections between actions and consequences.” For some these philosophical and practical concerns continue to represent fundamental limitations to evidence-based or evidence-informed approaches.

However, many of the debates about the use of research evidence relate to questions about the purpose of education and the values which should inform it. Evidence in education acts more like a compass: Once we know where we want to go, it can help point us in the right direction for getting there - but it cannot tell us where we’re trying to go in the first place. Teach First is a charity seeking to end the link between socioeconomic background and a young person’s life chances - therefore, the evidence relating to how this outcome can be achieved is relevant for our teachers and to inform our wider work.

The case for taking an evidence-based approach was reinvigorated by Ben Goldacre’s paper Building Evidence into Education arguing that, despite the resistance towards randomised controlled trials (RCTs), the potential benefits of using such trials to test educational claims meant an evidence-based approach was both viable and worth pursuing. Proponents of evidence-based practice also argue that there is an ethical duty as a professional to take approaches that are most likely to improve pupil outcomes and to make best use of resources. Kevan Collins, Chief Executive of the Education Endowment Foundation (EEF) has perhaps phrased this the most provocatively: “If you’re not using evidence to inform your decisions, you must be using prejudice.”

Despite some resistance and scepticism, in recent years there appears to be a growing consensus within the profession in favour of using research evidence to inform professional learning and a rapid expansion in the numbers of randomised controlled trials (RCTs) being conducted within education.

However, even the most enthusiastic proponents of utilising research evidence to inform teaching and school leadership recognise a number of significant barriers. One issue is a lack of clarity...

---

5 However, it might be argued that many educators broadly agree on social mobility / social justice aims, but fundamentally disagree about the methods best used to achieve them. For examples of the dilemmas within the question, “what a socially just education system would look like” see: Francis, B., Mills, M., & Lupton, R. (2017). Towards social justice in education: contradictions and dilemmas. Journal of Education Policy, 1-18
7 e.g. Jones, G. (2016) Evidence-based school leadership is an ethical requirement - it’s as simple as that. Retrieved 12 June 2017 from http://evidencebasededucationalleadership.blogspot.co.uk/2016/09/evidence-based-school-leadership-is.html
8 This quote was taken from http://www.evidencebased.education/ retrieved 12 June 2017. A few variations of this quote exist on social media.
regarding what such an approach to teaching involves in practice. A plethora of terms, often possessing subtly different connotations, can potentially promote misunderstandings of evidence-based and evidence-informed approaches. For example, whilst sometimes used synonymously, in recent years the term ‘evidence-informed’ has sometimes been adopted in preference to ‘evidence-based’. One reason for this may be the perception that the term evidence-based (or similar terms like research-based or evidence-led) implies that the outcomes of research should essentially over-ride professional judgement and dictate what teachers do from minute to minute in the classroom. Even if there were proponents for this way of using evidence (and it’s not clear that there really are), such an approach would be practically impossible\(^{10}\) and deeply unprofessional; and it is probably most accurate to categorise this view as a common misconception\(^{11}\).

Perhaps in an effort to avoid this misrepresentation of the use of evidence in teaching, some sources have dropped the term evidence-based entirely\(^{12}\). Others have argued that the terms provide a useful distinction in the ways that evidence is being used, for example ‘evidence-based’ relating whole-school initiatives and ‘evidence-informed’ to teacher practice\(^ {13}\). For the sake of clarity, within this report, we have adopted the following distinction between these terms:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Evidence-based practice(^ {14})</td>
<td>A claim about outcomes. Used in quite a narrow sense where an intervention or instructional strategy has been specifically tested using robust evaluation methods (e.g. randomised controlled trials, RCTs) and measurably demonstrated differential success in terms of pupil outcomes (e.g. reading or attainment at GCSE). Whilst there is still a need for careful implementation and robust evaluation of the intervention within a specific setting, it may be reasonable to expect that doing so will result in similar academic gains. For example: A headteacher deciding whether to buy in a specific reading intervention package based on an EEF summary of an RCT suggesting the programme’s effectiveness.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evidence-informed practice(^ {15})</td>
<td>A claim about the design. Used in a fairly broad sense where a teacher’s professional judgement is guided by empirical research evidence identifying the potential benefits or costs of an instructional strategy or intervention. It implies a teacher or school leader is using empirical research in order to inform, challenge and refine their professional judgement. For example: A teacher implementing spaced retrieval practice within their regular classroom teaching based on findings from cognitive science; or a teacher trying to improve the quality of feedback given to pupils based on the general guidance from the EEF toolkit. However, unlike evidence-based practice, the implementation involves applying informed professional judgement rather than implementing a specific intervention package or programme.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Recent changes in curriculum, assessment and accountability systems, and the pressures of teacher workload almost certainly impede teachers’ ability to engage with research evidence. For example,


\(^{15}\) Ibid.
Helen Timperley argued that, “teachers need to have time and opportunity to engage with key ideas and integrate those ideas into a coherent theory of practice”\(^{16}\). At a school level, unless school leaders are proponents of teachers engaging with research evidence, individual teachers may not feel supported to develop in this area. Certain organisational conditions and supports appear to be a pre-requisite: for example, to be released from the timetable to be able to develop the necessary expertise and skills, to be able to challenge practice where there is evidence another approach may work better, and to be able to test and evaluate new approaches\(^{17}\).

A related issue is that the quality of research evidence is necessarily mixed and accessing and assessing research evidence requires time, expertise and access to resources. To be useable by a wide-range of teachers, available evidence needs to be “synthesised and presented with [...] clarity [and] accessibility”\(^ {18}\) - and it often isn’t. This represents a gap between researchers and teachers; with teachers often unable to access research on the topics most relevant to them, or with research organisations not always making research evidence available in the most accessible way. The reception of suggestions and recommendations based upon research evidence can clearly be affected by this gap; there are frequently new ‘big ideas’ in education ostensibly based in research that teachers do not necessarily have access to or time to assess, and teachers may understandably be wary of these:

> “Teachers ... are tired and wary of being sold the next ‘outstanding’ evidence-based answer to all their planning and marking, pains and stresses”\(^ {19}\)

There’s also some evidence that teachers may lack confidence to engage with research, sometimes due to a lack of pre-requisite supporting knowledge - for example not possessing the background in research methods or quantitative data analysis in order to assess the robustness of evidence\(^ {20}\). Even where high quality evidence is presented in an accessible form, the process of engaging with evidence can also be challenging: “Even those who are confident in their professional role can feel profoundly uncomfortable when what they hold to be true is challenged and they have to rethink their beliefs and practices”\(^ {21}\). To achieve long-term change in practice, there needs to be time for informed debate around these challenging ideas and for teachers to be able to see the impact in practice\(^ {22}\).

Together these might be referred to as the ‘knowledge mobility’ problem: The process by which the evidence produced by research organisations is transformed into accessible and usable knowledge for teachers, and the implementation of this knowledge in order to develop practice and improve pupil outcomes.

Evidence-based or -informed practice should change what teachers do in the classroom; and this is notoriously difficult to achieve. Estimates vary, but it has been suggested that it can take 17 years\(^ {23}\) for research evidence to become implemented in front-line practice within medicine. Putting

---


\(^{17}\) A more detailed discussion of these organisational barriers and suggestions for overcoming them was the topic of a recent report by CEBE: Creaby, C., Dann, R., Morris, A., Theobald, K., White, B., & Walker, M. (2017) *Leading research engagement in education: Guidance for organisational change*. Coalition for Evidence-Based Education. March 2017


\(^{19}\) Quigley, A. (2016) *Just don’t call it research!* Retrieved 03 July 2017 from https://www.theconfidentteacher.com/2016/02/just-dont-call-it-research/


\(^{23}\) For a critical discussion regarding this estimate see: Morris, Wooding & Grant (2011) The answer is 17 years, what is the question: Understanding time lags in translational research. *JRSocMed*, 104(12): 510-520
research evidence to genuine use in the classroom won’t happen without a deliberate focus on developing capacity and networks, within schools and between teachers, researchers and other organisations acting as intermediaries. This also requires a culture fostered by school leaders where such processes are supported and prioritised.

Teacher training providers cannot address all of the barriers. We are in a position to address some of them, however, and have a responsibility to help prepare new teachers so that they are best able to capitalise on the opportunities which currently exist - as well as those which emerge across their careers. Our teachers work in challenging schools where pupils often have not achieved strong educational outcomes. Putting evidence to effective use offers a ‘good bet’ for how teachers can help pupils succeed in school.

We also believe that the knowledge and skills underpinning evidence-based and evidence-informed practice form an important part of developing as an effective leader as well as an effective classroom practitioner and that it can motivate and give teachers agency in tackling the problems they face in their classrooms. In addition, school leaders have an important role in establishing the climate and conditions within which support teachers in developing their engagement with and use of research evidence. It seems likely that the process a classroom teacher might use to identify and assess changes to classroom practice would also apply to a school leader seeking to implement, for example, a whole-school intervention.

As a social justice charity it is also an essential foundation for our work - with evidence-based and evidence-informed approaches providing a reasonable basis for how we can best tackle educational disadvantage where there is inevitably limited time and resources. Finally, we are in a position to promote the value of basing our decisions on evidence, incrementally experiment with implementation and evaluation models to identify effective examples, and share what we learn (successes and pitfalls) for the benefit of the wider sector.

**What is an intelligent consumer of research?**

One of the starting points for this research was the Carter review of initial teacher training which suggested that providers needed to do more support an “expectation and enthusiasm for teaching as an evidence-based profession” and help new teachers become “intelligent consumers of research”. Teach First works in partnership with universities to develop new teachers over a two-year programme. To support our contribution to this programme, a series of interviews was conducted with a range of research-engaged practitioners, educationalists, psychologists and others with expertise outside of education. This was combined with a short review of the literature to explore this question, and help identify some of the knowledge and skills involved.

Perhaps unsurprisingly, being an ‘intelligent consumer of research’ has different meanings to different people. In the interviews we conducted, there were a range of synonyms or alternatives

---


25 For example, the EEF evaluation of the Research Champion’s initiative argued that “one of the main barriers was a lack of time to fully engage in the programme, which was related to competing priorities in schools and varying levels of buy-in from senior leadership teams”


proposed to this phrase: ‘critical consumer of research’, ‘evidence-informed practitioner’ or being able to fully engage with an ‘evidence-based profession’. There were also questions about the definition of ‘evidence’, for example that the definition doesn’t just include evidence from academic research or EEF trials but includes wider evidence about pupils’ characteristics, and student attainment and progress data generated within schools.

Experts in the study of intelligence and related fields have endorsed the following definition of intelligence:

“Intelligence is a very general mental capability that, among other things, involves the ability to reason, plan, solve problems, think abstractly, comprehend complex ideas, learn quickly and learn from experience. It is not merely book learning, a narrow academic skill, or test-taking smarts. Rather it reflects a broader and deeper capability for comprehending our surroundings—‘catching on,’ ‘making sense’ of things, or ‘figuring out’ what to do.”

In the context of using evidence to inform practice, we might apply this definition to mean new teachers need to be supported to be able to make sense of research that they encounter, to be able to reason about the complex ideas and abstract concepts involved in research methods and statistics, and to be able to use research evidence to help them solve the sorts of problems and challenges they will grapple with as classroom practitioners.

For some this process starts with understanding different research paradigms and epistemological approaches (e.g. ‘positivist’ versus ‘critical theory’ approach) or identifying and articulating the values underpinning evidence-informed practice (e.g. integrity or humility). However more frequently our respondents referred to developing a sceptical or critical stance, knowledge of the strengths and limitations of (specifically) empirical research methods, and a working knowledge of some key reference points and resources which form contemporary research into learning and instruction.

Several respondents also identified the challenge inherent in supporting new teachers to develop the sorts of knowledge and skills within these areas. There was concern that this could be counter-productive where they inadvertently compete with the many other areas of development needed to become an effective teacher.

Indeed, the process of becoming an ‘intelligent consumer’ of research evidence likely takes many years - and experienced researchers in our sample suggested that we should expect fairly modest progress towards this goal over a two-year programme. The focus, therefore, should be to support new teachers to intelligently use high-quality research - which has been (at least initially) selected or sign-posted - to inform teaching, rather than with a view to developing them as academic researchers.

From the interviews, we identified four broad areas which appeared to support a teacher becoming an intelligent consumer of research:

1. Developing professional scepticism

Richard Feynman describes scepticism as ‘the exquisite balance’ between open-mindedness towards, and the rigorous scrutiny of, new ideas:

“It seems to me what is called for is an exquisite balance between two conflicting needs: the most skeptical scrutiny of all hypotheses that are served up to us and at the same time a great openness to new ideas ... If you

---

are only skeptical, then no new ideas make it through to you ... On the other hand, if you are open to the point of gullibility and have not an ounce of skeptical sense in you, then you cannot distinguish the useful ideas from the worthless ones.” 31

An aim of a programme intending to promote an intelligent approach to research might be to cultivate an attitude of professional scepticism towards empirical claims about how pupils learn and what strategies or interventions may help them learn. Such critical thinking is not a generic skill32; new teachers will need considerable background knowledge to inform and be able to apply critical thinking as a classroom teacher.

So what might support the development of professional scepticism? Our respondents highlighted a number of themes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Detail</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>You need a questioning attitude and willingness to interrogate claims</strong></td>
<td>Teachers need to be able to ask challenging questions about research evidence. They need the ability to think critically, interrogate the face value of a claim or intervention, ask challenging questions, and deconstruct an argument. They should look for red flags and warning signs in a claim rather than accepting it unquestioningly. They should apply this approach both to external claims - things they read, interventions that are proposed - and to themselves: to challenge their own preconceptions, intuitions and biases.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>You need a certain degree of background knowledge to inform this critical stance</strong></td>
<td>Common approaches to developing a critical approach to research sometimes suggest check-lists of questions one might ask. This is likely a helpful aide-memoir for those with some expertise, but assessing the validity of a conclusion or the quality of a research method requires a significant knowledge-base. Academic researchers spend many years developing and refining this research knowledge, however starting points might include critical exposure to common misconceptions within education, a frame-work related to the principles arising from the science of learning and a basic grasp of empirical research methods.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Teachers should apply these two things to their practice in order to be a ‘intelligent consumer of research’</strong></td>
<td>The possession of this knowledge-base allows a teacher to apply their questioning attitude effectively when identifying problems they need to tackle in the classroom, making decisions related to developing classroom practice to meet those challenges and assessing the credibility of strategies identified from research literature to inform those decisions. However, many respondents explicitly argued that the focus of this development should not emphasise the context of training as an academic researcher, but rather directly link to the practice and the problems of classroom teaching. For example, critically examining the evidence base related to the sorts of interventions which might help overcome the barriers children face in their learning and evaluating their implementation into practice.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Knowledge of curriculum and learning

As identified above, a basic level of knowledge is an essential foundation for developing as an intelligent consumer of research. One aspect of this knowledge-base was related to possessing a good foundation in how to sequence learning within a curriculum and the practical aspects of assessment. In addition, many felt there was a benefit to tackling some common misconceptions related to

learning and, in contrast to these, introducing some of the basic principles arising from cognitive science about how children learn.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Detail</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>You need a broad familiarity with the research domain related to teaching and learning</strong></td>
<td>In order to make sense of a piece of research or suggested intervention you need to have a broad familiarity with that domain - the subject background and the field of research around that topic. A framework of knowledge about learning and education provides the foundation needed to get a feel for the ‘overall body of work’ and develop a ‘general understanding of the landscape’. There were different views of what should make up this broad knowledge-base: However areas often mentioned included: curriculum knowledge; knowledge of misconceptions; knowledge about the science of learning. Each of these is expanded on below:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>These include:</strong> Curriculum content and sequencing; practical aspects of assessment; extending to encompass more theory over time</td>
<td>Some respondents thought that an early stage in developing the background knowledge required to engage with research should involve a distinctly practical focus on developing curriculum knowledge (for your subject or phase), the sequencing of learning through a curriculum and the practical use of assessment; arguing that the theory behind these ideas should be tackled later. It was noted that for some new teachers this element is a significant challenge and there was often too little support for developing an understanding of curriculum and that there was often more readily available guidance in some subjects (like maths and reading) than for others.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Challenging common misconceptions related to teaching and learning</strong></td>
<td>There was broad consensus that it is important for early career teachers to be able to identify common misconceptions related to teaching and learning. For example, knowing that the idea of matching teaching activities to children’s ‘learning styles’ is no longer considered an effective strategy. It was suggested that this is something which should be implemented quite early in initial teacher training; to help ‘inoculate’ new teachers against some of the intuitively appealing but un-evidenced and sometimes very unhelpful ideas which sometimes circulate within the profession.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>A practical introduction to the science of learning</strong></td>
<td>A number of respondents highlighted contemporary scientific ideas about how children learn and forget; arising from cognitive science or ‘the science of learning’. Many suggested that new teachers should be introduced to some of the most reliable and practical principles, and that this could be a helpful foundation when they encounter various claims about how children learn across their career. There were, however, different views as to when more of the theory related to these principles should be introduced. Some argued that tackling psychological theory was too far removed from the important practice elements needed to become an effective teacher. However, others suggested that an element of theory (e.g. the basic structures of memory) might usefully contribute to a deeper understanding when assessing claims about how children learn.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. **Knowledge of research methods and data analysis**

In order to assess critical questions about a piece of research you need basic knowledge about research methods. This knowledge-base will need to be developed over the two-year programme and should have a practical focus: For example, bringing in key ideas from research methods as new teachers are attempting to implement, assess and evaluate teaching strategies and interventions in their classrooms.
### Adopt a ‘classroom-facing’ approach to developing this knowledge

Rather than teach research methods in the abstract, teachers should encounter the strengths and limitations of different approaches within the context of evaluating the strategies and interventions they might use in the classroom and the extent to which they can support the sorts of inferences they want to make about learning.

Statistical concepts, along with an understanding of key ideas like validity and reliability, can also be made a bit less abstract and more ‘classroom facing’ in the context of understanding assessment - focusing on the sorts of inferences about learning or teacher evaluation we can and cannot make from data.

### Link research methods to developing evaluation

Respondents variously mentioned a wide range of key ideas related to research methods which were required or at least helpful when making sense of research evidence.

The strengths and limitations of basic study designs was a particularly common theme: For example, research summaries and syntheses (e.g. meta-analyses; systematic reviews; best evidence reviews, experimental and quasi-experimental designs (especially as they might relate to RCTs), the strengths and limitations of qualitative (e.g. interviews, open-response questions on surveys) and quantitative methods (student data, survey data).

Initially the focus might be identifying the research methods used to answer particular kinds of questions (for example: contrasting questions around efficacy and those around implementation or process). The broad aim being that new teachers are aware that certain methods are well suited to answering particular kinds of evaluation questions and are able to align their questions to an appropriate method or mix of methods.

### Link data analysis to developing assessment

Respondents also identified a number of statistical concepts which they argued were needed to support their assessments of research evidence. Key concepts included statistical significance (‘p-values’), effect sizes (e.g. as it relates to the EEF’s ‘months progress’ measure), correlations, standard error and confidence intervals.

These were recognised as difficult concepts especially for non-mathematicians, but a basic understanding would support teachers making valid inferences from the sorts of value-added data and effectiveness trial outcomes which they will likely encounter. It was also noted that teachers would likely need explicit warnings regarding common misconceptions related to statistics (e.g. distinguishing between statistical significance and educational importance; not inferring cause necessarily from a correlation).

### 4. Implementation into classroom practice

Knowing about common misconceptions in teaching and learning, being familiar with research methods and being able to assess the quality of an empirical claim is likely of limited benefit to pupils unless teachers are equipped to translate what they learn into effective classroom practice:

*The difficulty occurs when you then try and implement that in the real world; in the hurly-burly of a normal day. So you don’t only need to access the evidence and impact, you need [to mobilise] that knowledge: Implementation science if you like.*

Kevan Collins

---

33 For example, the EEF divides its evaluations into pilot, efficacy and effectiveness trials, described here: https://v1.educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/uploads/pdf/EEF_evaluation_approach_for_website.pdf retrieved 10 July 2017

34 Similarly, an explanation of the EEF’s approach to implementation and process evaluations can be found here: https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/public/files/Evaluation/Setting_up_an_Evaluation/IPE_Guidance_Final.pdf retrieved 10 July 2017
“Even when [strategies are] evidence informed, whatever that means, they are probably unhelpful because most things you can do well or you can do badly.”

Rob Coe

This is not necessarily easy to do well. For example, whilst ‘feedback’ is highlighted within the EEF toolkit as a highly effective strategy (in terms of the average effect size calculated across meta-analyses), many individual studies into feedback resulted in little, no or even negative outcomes. Respondents talked about two main aspects of this process: Effectively implementing a strategy or intervention within the classroom, and evaluating whether it is making the intended difference to pupils’ learning outcomes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Detail</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Linking implementation science to practitioner inquiry</td>
<td>It is a common part of many ITE programmes that new teachers undertake some kind of enquiry or research into their own practice. A number of respondents were sceptical of the value of this, suggesting that many of these take the form of reflective exercises which build in some of the biases which can mislead teachers as to the impact they are having. Some suggested that such research would be better to follow the model of an implementation cycle, rather than a reflective one. This is further discussed later in the report.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The difficulty in ‘knowing your impact’</td>
<td>Within both classroom practice and school leadership, it is extremely difficult to demonstrate the efficacy or effectiveness of a classroom strategy or whole-school intervention – most commonly because of the lack of a counter-factual or robust comparison group to judge it against. A range of cognitive biases can lead teachers to think that their innovations are successful even when they may not be having any positive effects on student outcomes. Understanding some of the ways in which our judgements may be biased can be linked with the difficulties inherent in teacher assessments (compared to more standardised assessment techniques). There is some evidence that teachers over-estimate the benefits of the interventions they are involved in, and this is likely due to a combination of confirmation bias, expectancy effects and the influence of sunk-costs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**What content might support development?**

It is unlikely that being an ‘intelligent consumer of research’ involves generic skills which can be easily transferred from an individual’s undergraduate or even post-graduate academic background, but instead represents an application of knowledge developed across a range of key content areas which should run ‘like the lettering through a stick of rock’ throughout our two-year programme. Our study identified five areas of knowledge which may act as a broad foundation for critical engagement with evidence-based and evidence-informed practice.

---


37 For example, in some EEF evaluations, teachers and students believed that the intervention they were involved in had observable benefits – however, this did not always match the more objective measures of impact when outcomes were assessed: e.g. In the EEF evaluation of Project-Based Learning pupils and teachers typically rated the intervention as having positive benefits (quotes on pages 45-47), which were not reflected in the final outcome assessments - which showed no clear (and some possibly negative) impact. http://dro.dur.ac.uk/20513/1/20513.pdf retrieved 10th July 2017
Respondents often suggested specific resources which might support these elements of content – and examples of these are listed within each section below (a full list of suggested resources can be found in Appendix 1).

1. Data analysis and assessment

Some of the key concepts related to research methods and data analysis might first be encountered by teachers in relationship to assessment. Basic principles might include different models of learning (e.g. difference between learning and performance; differences between assessing ‘generic skills’ vs ‘deliberate practice’ models) and identifying the strengths and limitations of different techniques (e.g. multiple choice versus short answer quizzes) linking to discussions related to qualitative and quantitative data.


The purposes of assessment (summative, formative and assessing to boost retention) also have links to other areas of evidence-informed practice (e.g. validity relating to the inferences drawn from the result of an assessment; content sampling; understanding of the concept of reliability; sources of bias).

In addition, new teachers need support with the practical use and interpretation of statistics within teaching (e.g. in the context of making valid inferences from school assessment data or value added statistics). Key concepts also included a basic understanding of null-hypothesis testing, effect sizes, measurement error and confidence intervals with respect to understanding assessment and research, rather than application as researchers.

2. Cognitive science and understanding misconceptions

Contemporary cognitive science has identified a small number of reliable principles relating to memory and learning which could provide a useful framework for thinking about learning and could offer the basis of a ‘common language’ with which to anchor observations and reflections of classroom practice. Many respondents suggested this was a helpful and practical starting point for exploring this literature.

Centre for Education Statistics and Evaluation (2017) *Cognitive load theory: Research that teachers really need to understand.* NSW Department of Education. August 2017


It would be fair to say there were mixed feelings regarding the value of theory. Whilst the theories arising from historical approaches such as Piaget and Vygotsky were criticised by some respondents
for having few clear applications in the classroom, contemporary cognitive psychology was suggested by some to provide a good basis for developing teachers’ understanding of the cognitive architecture which supports learning (e.g. working memory). A few respondents argued that, being mainly laboratory based, modern psychological theory may remain too far from the classroom to be practical.

Other respondents suggested that a deeper exploration of theory should come later in the sequence of teacher education than understanding some of the basic principles arising from them and opportunities to apply these to practice.

There were a large number of suggested resources to support this - ranging from academic journal articles, to American Educator articles and teacher-friendly books and websites.


Many respondents also identified works relating to common misconceptions relating to how children learn, or to developing a professionally sceptical approach towards empirical claims about teaching.


3. Summaries of education research

The EEF (and the ‘What Works Clearinghouse’ (WWC) in the US) provides a range of summaries which attempt to assess the quality of the evidence, the effectiveness and costs of a wide variety of educational strategies and interventions.


However, some suggested that engaging with this material required a degree of sophistication in understanding both the potential and some of the limitations of evidence-based approaches. It is important that teachers engaging with these resources understand that they do not represent that ‘last word’ on an educational approach and considerable professional judgement is required to apply findings to the classroom.

### 4. Research methods and practitioner inquiry

Understanding the strengths and limitations of different research methods (e.g. quantitative and qualitative approaches; case studies and randomised control trials; experimental vs correlational studies) and typical trade-offs in terms of validity (e.g. minimising bias vs generalisability) would help teachers to develop an ability to take an informed, critical view to research they might encounter over the course of their career.

Some respondents were highly sceptical of teachers undertaking research themselves: Operationalising research questions and conducting high-quality research is challenging, requiring extensive knowledge and often years of experience, and there was some feeling that a concentration on reaching the level required of an academic researcher would distract from the important task of becoming an effective teacher. Whilst a basic understanding of empirical research methods was considered a vital foundation of being able to assess research claims, there was an argument that the process of learning about methods should be focused on how a teacher might evaluate their practice (e.g. the effect of strategies or interventions they attempt to apply to the classroom) rather than with the aim of carrying out academic research.

However, small-scale research projects form part of many ITE programmes and others argued that this could provide a useful opportunity to apply the knowledge and skills required to critically engage with research. It was also noted that even highly-rated resources like ‘The Science of Learning’ or the EEF ‘Toolkit’ are not ‘plug and play’ - but require a thoughtful and disciplined approach to implementation and evaluation to use effectively.

Whilst a host of online resources exist to support various forms of reflective practice or enquiry projects, it was recommended that a high degree of scaffolding should be provided to help teachers identify reliable, high-quality research which might form the basis of a classroom strategy or intervention, and offering worked examples of effective models for implementing, monitoring and evaluating pupil learning. Over time, more sophisticated inquiry models might be introduced (e.g. using the EEF’s DIY Evaluation guide to conduct a small-scale RCT).


Some respondents related this to the idea of ‘disciplined inquiry’:
How should we sequence development over the programme?

Initial teacher education is extremely crowded and the need to help new teachers become confident in subject and pedagogical content knowledge and effective in practice elements like classroom management, planning and assessment should be the natural priority. However, within these practice elements there exist opportunities to potentially develop greater awareness and engagement with evidence-based research and evidence-informed practice which can provide a foundation for later professional development.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage of ITE</th>
<th>Suggestions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simple starting points within pre-service training</td>
<td>Providing simple starting points for critical engagement with research. Suggested content included evidence summaries on how children learn (e.g. Science of Learning by Deans for Impact) and challenging some of the common misconceptions related to learning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initially focusing on practice elements, but expanding focus across the QTS year</td>
<td>Over first term(s), the main focus should be the practice elements of teaching (e.g. developing classroom management, planning and assessment), however it is worth exploiting opportunities to develop the awareness of the importance of evidence and its role in day-to-day teaching. The focus, however, is being able to use evidence-informed strategies (e.g. spaced retrieval practice or effective feedback) and developing the ability to evaluate one’s own teaching rather than necessarily focused on acquiring the knowledge and skills needed to assess academic research. Early development might also include: encouraging teachers to sign up to the EEF newsletter or The Institute of Effective Education’s (IEE) Best Evidence in Brief; introducing a broad overview of the strengths and limitations of qualitative and quantitative methods as it might relate to assessment of learning (including the issues of bias in assessment); encouraging a critical and questioning approach, ‘professional scepticism’, regarding the effectiveness of strategies and innovations in the classroom; building knowledge of a range of evidence-informed strategies and opportunities to apply them to planning (e.g. alternating worked examples with problems to be solved or applying EEF guidance on feedback or mastery learning). Over the course of the year, the scope of opportunities might widen to help teachers develop a theoretical framework within which to accommodate research evidence relating to practice; e.g. exploring cognitive science theories (e.g. working memory, cognitive load, and the new theory of disuse). Selecting accessible summaries (e.g. American Educator articles) is likely a better starting point than primary references from research journals. There may also be opportunities to develop a basic understanding of research methods in the context of the broad strengths and limitations of different methods which might be used to evaluate impact.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retaining a practice focus, but widening the range of reading to support practitioner inquiry within the NQT year</td>
<td>Over the course of the second year, a strong practice focus was still recommended, but opportunities should also exist to broaden and deepen knowledge and engagement with research evidence. The focus might widen to include more on research methods as they might apply to practitioner research. Given the difficulty of selecting appropriate research questions and operationalising them, it was suggested that providers encourage inquiry projects to examine one of a small range of options linked to evidence-informed practice. Rather than expecting teachers to design these inquiry projects from scratch, it was suggested that providing a framework for conducting them and past examples of high quality projects might act as the starting point.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In addition, whilst some ‘curation’ of reading was still recommended (e.g. suggested book chapters and evidence summaries) the scaffolding provided in reading should start to be reduced, by extending the depth and breadth of reading lists - with more elements of theory focused on a critical understanding of the strategy or intervention under inquiry. Another suggestion was exploring something of the history of ideas about learning (e.g. behaviourism and social learning, constructivism and social constructivism, and contemporary cognitive science models of learning). This wider suggested reading would include more examples of selected primary sources as starting points for further independent research.

Does leadership development improve outcomes?\textsuperscript{38}

What additional knowledge or expertise might a school leader need to be an evidence informed practitioner, beyond that required for a classroom teacher? Several respondents highlighted the fact research evidence isn’t terribly robust on what makes effective leadership or how to develop it.

One of the greatest difficulties for any organisation seeking to create an effective leadership development programme is the sheer number of theories and approaches claiming to provide an effective framework for understanding leadership. White\textsuperscript{39} suggests that part of the reason for this diversity within leadership theory has been the fact that it has served two - fairly distinct - markets: the academic market and the popular market. The academic market involves trained social scientists affiliated with academic programs in leadership or business management and is often concerned with championing that academic’s particular theory or approach to leadership. The popular market often involves successful businesspersons describing how their particular style of leadership contributed to success and are typically ‘light reading’ offering a short list of rules or steps toward improved leadership.

As Day et al\textsuperscript{40} note in their review, whilst leadership research has expanded rapidly in the last quarter of a century, it remains a relatively immature field - rarely informed by robust empirical evidence. One reason for this is the essential difficulty in evaluating the efficacy of any leadership theory or development programme. Within leadership development research there are several levels to evaluation: starting with the affective level (e.g. did you enjoy the training?), the level of the learning that took place (e.g. assessing whether key skills were acquired), the level of transfer of the training (i.e. did the training alter behaviour in the workplace?), and finally the level of individual or organisational performance (i.e. did the training lead to improved / more effective performance?).

Arthur et al\textsuperscript{41} note that most training and development programmes are only evaluated at the most superficial level (the affective level) and that the rating of effectiveness (the ‘effect size’) of training tends to decline as the evaluation moves towards the deeper levels. In this meta-analysis, the stark conclusion was that training programmes “rarely produce long-term documented effects on behaviour”.

\textsuperscript{38} Some of this section was reproduced from an internal review critically examining aspects of leadership development: Rose, N., Eriksson-Lee, S., Meenan, C. & Williams, B. (2016) The Leadership Question. Teach First
1. A lack of evidence-informed practice and robust evaluation

“Executives routinely dose their organizations with strategic snake-oil: discredited nostrums, partial remedies, or untested management miracle cures.” Pfeffer and Sutton (2006) p1

Kaiser and Curphy reviewed some of the on-going issues within leadership development arguing that “There is scarcely any evidence that ... spending on development is producing better leaders”. For example, they examined evidence from an annual Harris Poll which asks people how confident they are in the leaders of major institutions such as Congress, the White House, the military, small and big businesses. Since 1996, they found that despite a doubling of the money invested in leadership training and development (based on reports from the American Society for Training and Development), the percentage of people reporting at least some confidence in the leadership of government, corporations, and Wall Street has plummeted from around 90% to 60%. However, the issue is not merely one of public perception, organisations are expressing grave concern about their supply of effective leaders:

“As just one recent example, a survey of more than 14,000 human resource (HR) professionals and line leaders found that only 26% of HR and 38% of leaders reported that the quality of leadership across their company was “excellent” or “very good.” Future prospects were even worse, with only 18% of HR and 32% of leaders reporting that their bench strength to meet future needs was “very strong” or “strong” (Boatman & Wellins, 2011).”

They argue that “A dirty secret about the leadership industry is that its offerings are rarely evaluated”, and that organisations need to be persuaded about the importance of formal evaluation within all leadership development programmes. This would include: systematic evaluation of the behavioural and organisational impact of leadership development; defining leadership and developing competency models in terms of building and leading teams; and making more informed decisions about leadership potential - avoiding rewarding roles which appeal to individuals merely seeking status and prestige.

2. Extending professional scepticism to leadership

Much as education has recently started to embrace empirical evidence in its approach to the questions of how children learn and how teachers can help them learn, the development of leadership should likewise adopt a much more evidence-informed approach. Part of this might, similarly, include tackling common misconceptions within leadership development resources and encouraging a comparable kind of ‘professional scepticism’ as proposed for teacher development. It is likely that there are as many of these misconceptions within leadership and historically there has been within teaching; two short, illustrative examples of popular but poorly evidenced approaches are described below:

Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI)
First developed in the 1940s, the MBTI is ‘the most popularly used measure in the consultancy and training world’. It was intended to encapsulate Jung’s theory of human personality and represents

---

44 Ibid.
a theory-based instrument based on Jung’s typology rather than an empirically derived trait instrument.46

There have been serious questions about the construct validity of the measure. For example, respondents are categorised in one end of a dimension or another (e.g. either Sensing or Intuition) but none of the dimensions have been shown to have bimodality (i.e. a continuous distribution with two distinct modes). Along with the central theory appearing to fail to live up to scrutiny, another problem with the validity of the test is that it appears entirely ineffective at predicting people’s behaviour or success in various jobs.47, 48. One of the likely reasons for this is that the test is highly unreliable. Retaking the test after a short time period of five weeks, there’s a 50% chance (i.e. like tossing a coin) that the individual will end up with a different personality combination.49 If a measure is not reliable, we cannot draw valid inferences from its results; so the poor reliability of the MBTI is further support for the argument that it’s not a valid measure of personality.

However, the question remains as to why the MBTI is so popular in the field of training and development despite these well-known flaws. One possibility is that the descriptions produced by personality tests are more focused on indulging our interest in talking about our ‘selves’ than providing any predictive or useful knowledge about that ‘self’.50 In light of the profound problems identified with the MBTI, it is hard to imagine any role it might play in an evidence-informed approach to leadership development.

Emotional Intelligence (EI)

The concept of Emotional Intelligence (EI) and specific references to the work of Daniel Goleman are a fairly common feature of leadership development models. One of the difficulties in gauging the role of ‘Emotional Intelligence’ in the development of leadership is that there are many different versions of the theory; some positing EI as a trait, others as an ability, others combining these ideas (mixed-models).

The idea received little attention until the publication of Daniel Goleman’s Emotional Intelligence in 1995 popularised the idea. Goleman redefined EI as the ability to ‘develop competence’ in four domains: self-awareness, self-management, social awareness and relationship management, and theorised that each of these four domains has multiple subskills.51 The central claim of this approach to EI is that every person is a leader (in some form or another), and every leader’s main role is to create ‘resonance’ (to “prime good feelings in those they lead”) which in turn will generate the best performance in others. Goleman has also suggested that there were six basic leadership styles, each deriving from different emotional intelligence competencies.52

Goleman has been heavily criticised for making exaggerated claims regarding the importance of EI and the strength of the evidence supporting his theory.53 More generally, attempts to test the relationship between EI and leadership performance have been confounded by methodological issues. There are a number of issues which undermine much of the research apparently finding a correlation between leadership and EI; studies failing to control for competing variables (e.g. intelligence,
personality), studies using measures which were designed for traits like ‘empathy’ rather than EI directly, and the use of student populations which may not generalise to ‘leadership’ populations. A number of studies and reviews have cast further doubt upon EI as a valid concept: For example, “no relationship between the EI of leaders and the job performance of their followers has been found”; criticism that a good deal of evidence apparently supporting EI has been based on anecdotal observations and self-report surveys; and arguments that EI may be defined too broadly to ever be adequately tested.

In the eyes of some psychologists, Goleman’s work does not represent an academic approach to the topic, but a work of ‘popular psychology’. However, the strong academic criticism directed towards the approach Goleman has taken to EI appears not to have prevented the ideas becoming popular within leadership development. Leadership development organisations may not be aware of lack of empirical evidence supporting EI theory or concerns that claims about the importance of EI are highly-exaggerated. It might be argued that ideas about ‘leadership styles’ based on emotional intelligence should be treated with a similar caution as the concept of ‘learning styles’.

3. What might an evidence-informed approach to leadership involve?

A number of respondents noted that school leaders need additional domain-specific expertise beyond that of a classroom teacher. For example, respondents suggested specific training in human resources, finance, budgets, and administration. They also need to acquire expertise beyond the subject they teach (or taught) to be able to look across and make decisions across a range of subjects areas within a school for which they may have a management responsibility.

Some suggested that the development of building evidence into practice as a classroom practitioner was essentially in microcosm the sort of process an effective school leader needed to apply. Therefore, many of the suggestions for developing the sort of evidence-informed and based classroom practice discussed above would be appropriate also for developing leaders. There were a range of ideas regarding how evidence-informed practice might look at a leadership level, building on experience as a classroom practitioner.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Detail</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Leaders need a broader &amp; deeper engagement with research evidence</td>
<td>Middle or senior leaders in schools might be expected to have a similar but deeper knowledge and skill set around evidence-informed practice, in comparison to classroom teachers. Leaders should have more sophisticated data analysis skills for example, in order to take a school-wide approach to assessment. They should have a deeper understanding of the research and evidence behind school improvement and RCTs, in order to make school-wide strategic decisions. They need to keep up to date with the latest research in order to be able to make strategic decisions. They also need to be familiar with research about a broader selection of issues, for example being familiar with the evidence base behind leadership, organisational behaviour as well as education research.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---


Leaders apply their knowledge & skills around evidence-informed practice to different things

Leaders are using a similar (but deeper and broader) skill set and knowledge base but applying it to different things – for example making evidence-informed decisions about procurement, setting, curriculum. They apply their evidence-informed practice to a much wider canvas – a whole department or faculty, if you’re a middle leader, and a whole school if you’re a senior leader. Leaders might also look across and between schools for a birds’ eye view. Leaders might apply their deeper knowledge and skills to encouraging the school to be evidence-led and creating the environment for teachers to be evidence informed practitioners.

Leaders need to be able to implement and evaluate change

Leaders need to be able to evaluate the impact of the decisions and changes they make, understanding that simply introducing something that is evidence informed isn’t enough to understand whether it’s had an impact. They also need to engage the right people in change – teachers and parents, for example. Whilst the focus of this would often be broader in scope, the practitioner inquiry model presented later in this report is suggested as a common process for teachers and school leaders seeking to implement changes in school practices based on research evidence.

Leaders shape the culture which supports using research evidence in practice

A few respondents noted the possible difficulties for a teacher who is aware, for example, of the limitations and possible risk associated with labelling children with ‘learning styles’ as part of an approach to differentiation, where school leaders expected to see this practice as part of routine lesson planning. Crucially, leaders need to create a culture in their schools to encourage professional debate regarding the research evidence underpinning such strategies and support the development of their teachers in developing professional scepticism and challenging ineffective practice.

4. How might we apply evidence related to effective professional development to leadership?

Many of the approaches to leadership development place an over-reliance on ‘reflection’ as a mechanism for changing leadership behaviour. However, whilst few would argue that reflection isn’t a necessary component, it is likely insufficient to bring about the development of effective leadership practice59. Some level of challenge to that reflection would seem required to bring about changes of behaviour, and the challenge provided needs to have a valid and outcomes focused basis. If effective leadership might be characterised as solving the often complex problems which organisations face60, then it is unlikely that this is a ‘generic skill’ but likely involves a combination of practical experience of leading and domain knowledge related to the wider context and needs of an organisation, the people and resources available, the role of that organisation and the development of credible strategic plans for accomplishing its goals. It seems likely that the process a classroom teacher might use to identify and assess changes to classroom practice, described in the next section, would also apply to a school leader seeking to implement, for example, a whole-school intervention.

From reviews of effective professional development as it relates to teaching, and some of the wider
more outcomes focused work on leadership\textsuperscript{61,62,63}, we posit a number of ‘good bets’ which might
underpin effective leadership development:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendation</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Avoid ‘generic’ approaches</td>
<td>Professional development which focuses on generic approaches and strategies are unlikely to lead to longer term changes in practice and improved performance. Where theory is presented it should be related explicitly and linked to opportunities to practice. To develop the so-called ‘soft skills’ needed in leadership (e.g. being supportive), focus on practical experience and providing high quality feedback (e.g. from experienced leaders) over theoretical approaches or approaches relying on the pseudo-psychometric assessment of traits or capabilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop professionally informed leaders</td>
<td>Develop knowledge of the organisation domain and help the leader become ‘professionally informed’ (e.g. keep up to date with research and policy, in schools this might include changes to accountability measures, pedagogical developments and academic research in their field). Many of the elements involved in developing teachers who can use research evidence to inform practice are also relevant to developing leaders. In the context of school leadership, this likely also involves knowledge of instructional leadership practices (based on the relevant pedagogical and curriculum content) so that they are better able to detect and correct mismatches between those understandings and the administrative systems intended to support them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflection and collaboration are necessary but not sufficient</td>
<td>Reflection has long been considered a principle method for professional development (whether as teachers or leaders). However, reflection alone is unlikely to lead to significant changes in practice unless it accompanied by a valid element of challenge. Collaboration is also generally considered integral to professional development, however creating an environment where that collaboration is genuinely contributing to improvements in practice and outcomes remains elusive. A likely factor underpinning the effectiveness of reflection and collaboration is whether it genuinely challenges current practice and leads to changes in behaviour.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional development should have a sustained focus over time</td>
<td>Sustained professional development appears to be more effective than shorter interventions. Multiple, iterative and supported opportunities for application should follow on from any initial input from training. It is important to note that ineffective programmes also feature extended time and frequent contact. The crucial factor is not simply more time, but what the time is used for.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programmes must explicitly focus on outcomes</td>
<td>The professional development of leaders needs to have a strong focus on improved outcomes for the organisation. In schools, for example, there needs to be an explicit focus upon improved outcomes for pupils and impact on student achievement.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Rigorous evaluation should be applied to leadership development | Leadership courses and development programmes are frequently only evaluated at a fairly superficial, affective level (e.g. ‘did you enjoy it?’). This does not provide a robust basis for evaluating leadership training. At the very least, organisations involved in leadership development should examine whether their \textsuperscript{61} Cordingley, P., Higgins, S., Greany, T., Buckler, N., Coles-Jordan, D., Crisp, B., Saunders, L., Coe, R. (2015) Developing Great Teaching: Lessons from the international reviews into effective professional development. Teacher Development Trust. 
training leads to changes in behaviour and whether those behaviours are sustained over time\textsuperscript{64}. For genuine progress to be made in improving leadership the evaluation processes used to monitor and assess outcomes needs to move towards increasing the rigour applied. This is vital because even established programmes run by credible providers can fail to have impact\textsuperscript{65}. Establishing plausible and causal links to improved outcomes is challenging (e.g. involving RCTs or well-matched comparisons), so leadership training providers should be expected to have established links to external evaluation providers.

How might practitioner inquiry play a role in mobilising research evidence?

The extent to which teachers, especially early career teachers, should be engaged in conducting research (e.g. in the form of ‘action research’) is a matter of considerable debate.

\begin{quote}
“Similarly, projects such as action research and lesson study, while possibly tangentially worthwhile post-ITT, should be de-emphasised in initial teacher training, as the danger of encouraging pseudo-scientific approaches to research and analysis outweighs any potential reflective benefits.”\textsuperscript{66}
\end{quote}

The development of the knowledge and skills required to effectively sift and evaluate primary research articles is a huge expectation and it is nigh impossible to ‘prove’ adaptations of teaching are responsible for any learning gains within the content of classroom research. Whilst many teachers may go on to more formal research (e.g. completing a master’s degree), after initial training, there is a question as to what sort of ‘research’, if any, teachers should engage in within the context of developing their classroom practice.

On the other hand, for research evidence to be of value, teachers need to be able to assess and implement this knowledge, develop and refine practice and improve outcomes for their pupils. Whether arising from psychological experiments or guidance based on the meta-analysis of well-controlled classroom-based trials, research evidence isn’t ‘plug and play’: it would be unreasonable to expect strategies and interventions to work perfectly when first used without adaptation or adjustment by the teacher. There is also some evidence to suggest that teachers undertaking research are more likely to engage with external evidence than those who are not\textsuperscript{67}, suggesting it can be a useful strategy for knowledge mobilisation.

In addition, whilst accepting that school leaders will have a broader scope than a new teacher, the process outlined below represents the same process, in microcosm, that an effective school leader might need to apply when instigating changes intended to bring about school improvement. A process of formulating questions, finding and assessing relevant and robust evidence, implementing interventions or changes effectively and evaluating outcomes as rigorously as possible is something which underpins evidence-based and informed practice across both teacher and leadership development.

\textsuperscript{64} e.g. Guskey, T. R. (2002). Does it make a difference? Educational leadership, 59(6), 45-51.
\textsuperscript{65} For example, https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/our-work/projects/achieve-together
\textsuperscript{66} Bennett, T. (2016) Moving towards an evidence informed teaching profession. A proposal for an Initial Teacher Training evidence and research curriculum. researchED
Drawing on a broad definition of evidence-based practice, we present a sketch of how practitioner inquiry might help play a role in the mobilisation of research evidence. A guiding principle might be the extent to which the inquiry models used by new teachers incorporates the implementation cycle recommended for making effective use of research evidence.

**Asking well formulated questions**

One of the challenges in any kind of practitioner inquiry is formulating an operationalised question related to practice. One method for approaching this arises from evidence-based medicine and divides the process into two: formulating a background and a foreground question.

Background questions tend to be fairly broad— a general ‘what’, ‘who’, or ‘how’ related to an issue of importance to practice: e.g. “How can homework help improve student achievement?”

Foreground questions are much more specific and measurable—and a helpful heuristic is the PICO format:

- **P** – Pupils. Who are the relevant pupils?
- **I** – Intervention. What are you planning to change or introduce with these pupils?
- **C** – Comparison. What will you use as a comparison to see changes? (This might be a control group, or comparison with a baseline measure)
- **O** – Outcomes. What are the anticipated effects of the intervention or change?

So an example of a foreground question might be: “For my Year 7s studying forces, do practice homework questions focused on specific common misconceptions reduce the incidence of these misconceptions in an end of term assessment compared with the assessment of their prior knowledge?”

Creating well-formulated but also educationally relevant questions is not always easy. Providing new teachers with a bank of examples—or allowing them to select or adapt a formulated question they feel most relevant to their practice—would provide a potentially useful scaffold to this process.

---


Accessing relevant and reliable research evidence

Inquiry should be “relevant to the many short- and long-term challenges that teachers have to address, the knotty problem that keeps them awake at night”⁷². For new teachers, these are likely to be closely related to practice elements like assessment, planning and classroom management.

However, one problem is that research doesn’t always address these sorts of challenges and locating rigorous, empirical studies or summaries which are relevant to these classroom challenges can be a time-consuming and often fruitless challenge. Add to this the issue that a great deal of academic research is not publicly accessible, and the difficulties quickly become nigh insurmountable.

For new teachers, this step of the process can be facilitated by initially pointing towards a fairly curated set of suggested resources (for example, university reading lists, summaries of research by the EEF or IEE; selected summary articles (e.g. American Educator), books or blogs (which have been selected for rigour).

Where we wish to scaffold this process even more, linking high-quality articles and resources connected to a well formulated research question would allow new teachers to fairly quickly overcome these barriers - whilst avoiding the risks associated with expecting student teachers to find resources for themselves⁷³. Our interview respondents suggested a range of such resources which might contribute to such a resource bank and matched to the forms of questions which frequently form the basis of projects conducted by new teachers.

Appraising the usefulness and validity of research evidence

As discussed above, the expertise required to assess the valid inferences which can be drawn from a piece of research may require many years to develop. Whilst common approaches to assessing research frequently offer a check-list of how to approach the task and questions to ask⁷⁴, which can help structure an approach and act as an aide-memoir, it would be a mistake to treat this process as something which can be effectively achieved in the absence of considerable knowledge and experience.

To a great extent, new teachers can be supported in developing their approach to critically assessing evidence using resources where something of that assessment has already been undertaken. For example, introducing the resources available on the EEF toolkit and providing support to help teachers critically examine how the strength and trustworthiness of the findings have been

---


⁷³ See quote above from Bennett, T. (2016) Moving towards an evidence informed teaching profession. A proposal for an Initial Teacher Training evidence and research curriculum. researchED

⁷⁴ For example: http://blogs.lse.ac.uk/impactofsocialsciences/2016/05/09/how-to-read-and-understand-a-scientific-paper-a-guide-for-non-scientists/ retrieved 10 July 2017
assessed. This may help to scaffold an approach to appraisal, as well as offering opportunities to critically engage with evidence-based research.

In addition, providing new teachers with some explicit training in the methods and statistics frequently used in educational or psychological research would act as a useful foundation for assessing the validity of the research evidence they encounter across their career. A reasonable grounding in the major theoretical approaches which often underpin research into learning or teaching methods may also provide a basis for being able to assess the validity and potential usefulness of such research.

Applying evidence to practice

Applying research evidence to practice is not a straightforward proposition. Whilst the evidence summarised in the EEF toolkit, for example, provides an important insight into whether, on average, interventions lead to improved outcomes for students, the issue of generalising such findings to a different context represents a challenging barrier related to the familiar trade-off between internal and external validity.

Even where meta-analysis identifies potentially important components of an effective strategy, the process of implementation is neither necessarily straightforward nor guaranteed. For example, Dylan Wiliam makes the point that even a very effective strategy like feedback can potentially have negative influence on outcomes.

“In their review of feedback studies conducted between 1905 and 1995, Kluger and DeNisi (1996) found that in 38% of well-designed studies, feedback actually made performance worse—one of the most counterintuitive results in all of psychology.”

It may also be the case that Kurt Lewin’s maxim “There’s nothing so practical as a good theory” hold true in this context. Strategies like spacing and retrieval practice are well-evidenced from both laboratory and classroom studies, but even here the retrieval intervals or which forms of retrieval practice might be most effective is still a matter of active research and likely to be sensitive to the phase and subject being taught. However, some of the issues of external invalidity - which potentially undermine a strictly evidence-based approach - may be less problematic when seeking to apply a robustly tested theory, because good theory can then be usefully applied in an evidence-informed way.

---


Whether seeking to apply psychological or educational research evidence, application to practice involves informed professional judgement rather than following a recipe\textsuperscript{83}. However, whilst developing the experience and knowledge required to navigate the subtleties of research findings, new teachers would likely benefit from the ability to reference and critique a range of models and examples of how research findings might be applied to practice.

Assessing outcomes: Evaluating to improve not to prove

One of the issues in teachers conducting classroom research is the extreme difficulty in robustly evaluating whether the strategies or interventions used are responsible for any learning gains. Even where good questions are asked of practice, robust research consulted and intelligently applied, the ability to cumulatively build improved practice won’t happen if evaluations lack rigour.

“There are a range of well-established biases which could reasonably influence outcome evaluations of practitioner inquiry: Expectancy effects may act to create the equivalent of a placebo effect, where the teacher (explicitly or implicitly) communicates their expectations of the outcomes, or mere novelty brings about changes in behaviour which would not necessarily be sustained or transfer to a different context; confirmation bias may lead a teacher to focus on sources of evidence which support their belief in the effectiveness of a strategy, whilst discounting evidence which contradicts it. The influence of the investment of time and effort creates a sunk-cost, which may also lead teachers to persist with strategies even where they appear unsuccessful (for example, interpreting poor results as a need for more consistent application, rather than potentially a flaw in the strategy).

Whilst educating new teachers about these biases (particularly where they apply to teacher assessment\textsuperscript{84}) is likely a helpful start, simply knowing that there is a high risk of bias related to particular approach to assessment doesn’t appear to moderate the belief in the objectivity of judgements formed using them\textsuperscript{85}. In an effort to improve the rigour of evaluation, the EEF created a ‘DIY Guide’\textsuperscript{86} intended to support schools and teachers assess the impact of their interventions. New teachers should be given training and support to utilise frameworks of this sort to evaluate inquiry projects.

The prevalence of analysis manipulation or even fraud in practitioner research does not appear to have been the focus of much exploration, but given the concerns regarding the extent of fraud and misconduct in clinical research\textsuperscript{87}, it seems reasonable to consider to what degree evaluation assessments are potentially distorted (especially where there are accountability pressures of ‘demonstrating impact’, the external scrutiny is low, or the outcomes being assessed involve a degree

\textsuperscript{83} e.g. http://educationmediacentre.org/blog/evidence-informed-judgments-not-research-based-instructions-thats-professional-teaching/ retrieved 21st July 2017

\textsuperscript{84} Goldacre, B. (2014) Comment on social media: https://twitter.com/bengoldacre/status/479194509495259137


Beyond creating a culture where such practices are discouraged, other methods for reducing the influence of bias and possibility of manipulation should be explored: For example, some form of independent arrangement, like a colleague ‘blind’ marking an assessment which is being used to evaluate a strategy.

Finally, underlining the focus of inquiry as a way of identifying ways in which practice might be incrementally improved, rather than to demonstrate ‘success’ may help to remove some of the motivation to manipulate analysis. This may also increase the possibility that the evaluation is genuinely used to inform and make changes to future practice.

**Evaluating success**

How best might Teach First evaluate whether we are successfully supporting participants in becoming ‘intelligent consumers of research’? Respondents discussed some of the difficulties in isolating specific elements of training, but suggested some methods by which we might evaluate specific aspects of knowledge and application within the context of a wider evaluation of the programme’s impact on pupil outcomes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Detail</th>
<th>Possible method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Define the goal</strong></td>
<td>We should first define what we are trying to achieve and the objectives for our participants, and articulate these explicitly (e.g. setting out our thinking in a theory of change). Defining our outcomes and linking them to the interventions (e.g. training content) will give us the framework for what we should evaluate.</td>
<td>This would factor into any theory of change &amp; plans for interventions. Many of the evaluation measures currently in place (e.g. examining the impact that participants are having in the classroom) will help to evaluate the effectiveness of the changes made to the programme.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Evaluate the process &amp; output measures</strong></td>
<td>Based on the activity in our theory of change we might want to measure certain outputs, and measure the process of delivering the activity.</td>
<td>This will depend on the activity, but for example might comprise the number of people attending training, number of people accessing resources etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A process evaluation of how the implementation of the suite of activity went might include looking at the fidelity of the training (i.e. was the programme delivered as intended?) and participant experience of the programme (e.g. did they find the training relevant and useful?) with some follow up (e.g. a term later - had they used the training?).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>This would also attempt to assess potential barriers - for example, whether their school culture and professional environment was supportive of using evidence to inform teaching.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Evaluate the outcomes</strong></td>
<td>Individual outcomes - e.g. participants’ acquisition of certain knowledge and a change in knowledge / attitudes towards evidence informed practice and engaging with research evidence.</td>
<td>We could, for example, test participants’ knowledge of key concepts/ misconceptions / terms relating to (for example) assessment theory pre- and post-programme. However, we would also want to examine whether participants are able apply that knowledge. For example, examining the way participants are using assessment in practice. This could be done through observation of classroom practice or through mentors’ observation - are they applying knowledge of evidence-informed practice, e.g. interleaving? Are they introducing evidence-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Application of that knowledge in the classroom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
informed cycles? We could ask participants the last change they made in their teaching and what difference it made. We could follow up with individuals and ask them about the extent to which they were able to apply what they learnt.

Respondents highlighted the importance of going beyond evaluating just what participants had learnt, but also admitted the difficulty of doing this. As noted above, we may be able to evaluate the success of the programme (e.g. by capturing pupil data), however specifically isolating the impact of the evidence informed practice will be challenging.

Pupil outcomes - does participants’ acquisition and application of knowledge result in improved outcomes for pupils?

Wider, collective, longer-term outcomes - e.g. what contribution to the research field are our participants making? Are they producing and sharing research which is having a knock-on effect on other people’s practice? This might evidence a sustained adoption of evidence informed practice beyond the acquisition of certain knowledge, as well as the impact beyond an individual level.

Measure the extent to which our participants are sharing or disseminating evidence informed projects / interventions / resources / models (assuming we have facilitated a platform for them to do so).
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Appendix 1: Suggested resources

Respondents were asked for suggestions for where early career teachers might find useful and reliable resources which might inform their teaching practice and develop their background knowledge for taking an evidence-informed approach.

Books


Articles


Summary articles


American Educator


American Educator: Willingham articles
As part of a regular feature, “Ask the Cognitive Scientist”, Daniel Willingham has contributed a host of thought-provoking and applicable articles linking the science of learning to the classroom. A number of respondents made reference to the usefulness of these articles. A small selection of these resources are listed below:


**Education Endowment Foundation (EEF) resources:**

News updates on project findings, new opportunities to get involved in research, the latest resources - [https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/news/](https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/news/)

The ‘Making best use of Teaching Assistants’ guidance, implementation resources and online course - [https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/resources/making-best-use-of-teaching-assistants/](https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/resources/making-best-use-of-teaching-assistants/)

The Families of Schools database - [https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/resources/families-of-schools-database/](https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/resources/families-of-schools-database/)


All of the EEF’s work and evidence organised by school themes - [https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/school-themes/](https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/school-themes/)

**Organisations / Websites**

3-star Learning Experiences: [https://3starlearningexperiences.wordpress.com/](https://3starlearningexperiences.wordpress.com/)

Appendix 2: Interview questions

The Carter review of initial teacher training suggested that providers needed to do more support an “expectation and enthusiasm for teaching as an evidence-based profession” and help new teachers become “intelligent consumers of research”.

- What does it mean to be an ‘intelligent consumer of research’, in your opinion?
- In order to find the best available evidence, what are the key sources trainee teachers should refer to?
- What might be the sequencing across a two-year programme to achieve this?
- What additional knowledge or expertise might a school leader need beyond that required for a classroom teacher?
- How best might TF evaluate whether we were successfully supporting participants in becoming ‘intelligent consumers of research’?
- Is there anything else related to ‘evidence-based practice’ that I haven’t asked which you consider important for teacher early career development?